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Welcome 
to 
World Heritage Market Town
Twinned with Pontivy, France & Celle, Germany
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A Brand Experience
What do we mean by the word ‘brand’? 
 A brand is quite simply a set of ideas, images and associations that 
we hold about companies or products. It is our perception of who they are 
and what they do. A brand tells a story of a reputation, a  promise, a guarantee 
of the quality and relationship we can expect to receive.

 For                     , each time our visitors experience our brand it 
strengthens their perception of the kind of place we are. They could be local, 
visiting for the day or here on holiday. By creating clear and on-brand 
communications we can provide a better understanding, a stronger 
reputation and increased interest in the town. 
 Should you have any queries about using this guide or require 
further assistance in applying the                        brand, please do not hesitate 
to contact either Adam Fleet,                      Bid Manager or Nathaniel Davis 
Associates, Brand Guardian, using the contact details found on page 40.

Our Town
                       is a popular market town, rich in heritage, which offers a unique 
shopping experience with its vast array of independent traders.  
 Our townsfolk go above and beyond in their trade and our aim is 
to share this extreme passion with both local and national visitors, allowing 
our town to be recognised for the distinct, friendly and quirky experience 
we all know it to be.
 

First impressions really do count! 
Our identity is not just a logo but a design scheme made of core elements 
that come together to create a distinctive look and feel, emphasising 
                      above other shopping locations. 
 With this in mind we have developed these guidelines to aid in 
bringing our brand to life. From colour palette and photography to type 
and templates, you have all the elements you need to produce                     ’s 
communications which are on brand every time.
 With everything we do and each communication we make, we can 
positively influence the way people think and feel about                      .

Welcome to the                      brand
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Summary of our brand

Logo Colour

‘Mainstream’ language 
with quirky response

Typeface

Tavistock mark 
within type

Photography

Filosofia Bold (with titles underlined)
Filosof ia Small Caps
Filosofia Regular 
Filosofia Italics

The                     brandBuyer protection
Buying direct 
Buy one get one free
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A Seal of Approval
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Drawing inspiration from our heritage as the Dartmoor stannary town, the 
                      logo references the stamp once used when confirming high levels 
of quality. This is still the                        vision; a quality location offering a 
premium service.
 The  ffffffffffff logo is the core element of our visual identity 
and can be used in two ways (with and without a strapline). Your branded 
material should feature at least one of these and often may include both. 
The mark without strapline is discussed on page 9 of this document. 
 The  ffffffffffff logo with strapline is to be used when the logo 
features in isolation with the copper version as primary choice when 
printing in colour. The black or white versions are only to be used when 
printing in monotone and must feature on the opposite colour (black on 
white / white on black).   
 The logo must not be redrawn, digitally manipulated or altered 
and always reproduced from a digital master reference (either eps or jpeg) 
which can be found in the ‘                       Media Kit’.

The                      logo with strapline

Primary logo to be used 
when printing in colour

Black and white versions 
to be used when printing 
in monotone
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Exclusion zone and minimum size (part 1)

In order to ensure our logo has a strong impact and presence with every 
application, we have created a clear space zone. This is the same measurement 
as the height of the                        lowercase letter o, as illustrated. With only one 
exception to the rule (explained below), no other graphic elements (such as 
text or imagery) can intrude into the clear space zone. The exception to the 
rule is when the logo is placed over an image (see pages 33-36 for examples) 
with a minimum 85% background colour fill (ideally black or white) to 
provide a clear visual standout.  
 Logo size consistency is important when producing a wide range 
of communications. We have highlighted recommended sizes for reproduction 
across a selection of standard paper formats and this should be reduced 
or enlarged proportionately to accommodate alternative paper sizes.
 The                      logo must be clearly visible. For this reason, 
a minimum size of 20mm has been established. The logo does not have 
a maximum reproduction size.

Exclusion zone
20mm

35mm

50mm

70mm

Logo sizing
Smallest size

A5

A4

A3
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The                      logo without strapline

The  ffffffffffff logo without strapline should replace the written word 
‘Tavistock’ within text. This is both in titles or body copy (as evidenced 
on this page). The copper version is to be used as primary choice when 
printing in colour with black or white versions to be used when printing 
in monotone. These must feature on the opposite colour (black on white / 
white on black).  
 The logo must not be redrawn, digitally manipulated or altered 
and always reproduced from a digital master reference (either eps or jpeg) 
which can be found in the ‘                       Media Kit’.

Primary logo to be used 
when printing in colour

Black and white versions 
to be used when printing 
in monotone
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Exclusion zone and minimum size (part 2)

In order to ensure our logo has a strong impact and presence with every 
application, we have created a clear space zone. This is the same measurement 
as the width of the lowercase letter i, as illustrated. No other graphic elements 
(such as text or imagery) can intrude into the clear space zone with the 
exception of typographic ornament such as periods and quotation marks.  
 The                       logo without strapline should be sized to exactly 
match the copy it is being placed within. 
 However, The                     logo must be clearly visible. For this 
reason, a minimum size of 10mm (when used with 8pt type) has been 
established. The logo does not have a maximum reproduction size.

Exclusion zone
10mm

Logo sizing
Smallest size
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                    sub-brands

A vibrant and animated town,  ffffffffffffholds a diverse range of 
organisations working towards a common goal; that of positive change 
for the town and the many people within it. 
 These ‘sub-brands’ may wish to associate themselves with the
   ffffffffff parent brand and as such, the  ffffffffffff logo can adjusted 
accordingly to feature their name. 
 However, please note that only accredited marks approved and 
provided by the brand guardian may be used (for contact details see page 40). 

Business Improvement District Logo
The Business Improvement District is one such organisation wishing to 
associate themselves with the                      parent brand. 
 The copper version is to be used as primary choice when printing 
in colour whilst black or white versions are only to be used when printing 
in monotone and must feature on the opposite colour (black on white / 
white on black).  
 The logo must not be redrawn, digitally manipulated or altered 
and always reproduced from a digital master reference (either eps or jpeg) 
which can be found in the ‘                       Media Kit’.

Primary logo to be used 
when printing in colour

Black and white versions 
to be used when printing 
in monotone
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Exclusion zone and minimum size (part 3)

In order to ensure our sub-brand logos have a strong impact and presence 
with every application, we have created a clear space zone. This is the same 
measurement as the height of the                        lowercase letter o. No other 
graphic elements (such as text or imagery) can intrude into the clear 
space zone.  
 Sub-brand logo size consistency is important when producing 
a wide range of communications. We have highlighted recommended sizes for 
reproduction across a selection of standard paper formats and this should be 
reduced or enlarged proportionately to accommodate alternative paper sizes.
 The                     sub-brand logo must be clearly visible. For this 
reason, a minimum size of 20mm has been established. The logo does 
not have a maximum reproduction size.

Exclusion zone
20mm

35mm

50mm

70mm

Logo sizing
Smallest size

A5

A4

A3
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Respecting our logo

I must never...
Here is a selection of examples for how not to use 
the                       logo. This applies to all versions. 
 The list is potentially endless so whilst 
we have covered some of the more common 
mistakes, best judgement is advised. It is highly 
recommended the logo is used as provided in 
the ‘                        Media Kit’ without alteration. 
 Should you have any queries, please 
contact the                        Brand Guardian as detailed 
on page 40.

Use alternative colours or combinations

Change the relationship between the elementsDistort, expand or condense

Recreate with Filosofia Bold or using any alternative typeface

Place the logo with strap onto backgrounds with poor contrast or visibility. 
The logo without strap must always be placed on a solid background.

Apply graphic filters

Tavistock
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The way we use colour
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The way we use colour

                      gained its wealth during the 1800’s due to the copper mining trade 
taking place on Dartmoor and its examination for quality within the town. 
This surge of wealth is what built much of the town as we know it today. 
 As such, Copper serves as our accent colour, our primary signal of 
quality set against black and white. These three colours are our brand colours.
 Copper is used for our logo, title underlines and additional page 
ornament. When printed, the copper colour is preferably obtained using 
Pantone 867 (metallic copper). Our logo, when budget allows, should be 
copper foiled. When metallic ink use is not possible or in digital application, 
a copper gradient (as shown) is available.
 Black is used in preference as a background colour with white 
text set against it (for example, as shown with the cover to this guide). 
Understandably this is not always possible, for example with text heavy 
reports. As such, a reversed option using a white background with black 
text is acceptable (for example, as shown on this page). 
 Accurate colour reproduction is vital. Always match the CMYK 
references and gradient as indicated. RGB references should be used for 
on-screen purposes.
 This colour swatch collection is available in the ‘                       media kit’.

White
 
0 / 0 / 0 / 0 

255 / 255 / 255

#ffffff

Black
 
50 / 50 / 50 / 100 

0 / 0 / 0

#050000 

Copper 
Gradient available 

Gradient available 

CMYK 
 

RGB 
 

HEX
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Our typography
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Typeface

As previously discussed,                     ’s wealth and the resulting development 
of the town was during the copper mining boom in the mid-1800’s. We 
have chosen our typeface, Filosofia, to reflect this. The typeface draws 
inspiration from Bodoni, a popular typeface from the era, reflecting its 
original letterpress characteristics. Its delicate charm emphasises the 
quality held within the town. 
 We use four weights from the Filosofia type family: bold, regular, 
italics and small caps.
 When type is set on a black background, Filosofia Bold is used for 
both body and title text. When type is set on a white background, we use 
Filosofia Regular for body text with Filosofia Bold for titles. Filosophia 
Bold may also be used within body text for typographic emphasis. When 
used in titles, Filosofia Bold is set with an underline. 
 Filosofia Small Caps is used for sub-titles.
 Filosofia Italics is used for instructional or explanatory text.

Filosofia is available to purchase from emigre.com

Filosofia Bold
Filosofia Regular

Filosof ia Small Caps
Filosofia Italics
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Type size and hierarchy

Titles at four times the 
point size of body copy
Sub titles at twice the point size of body copy
Additional sub titles at the same point size of body copy

Body copy

Instructional text at the same point size as body copy 
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How to effectively create                    
branded titles
The way we set titles helps to create our distinct tone of voice. Whilst the 
way we speak about ourselves and creating effective title language is covered 
on pages 21-23, this is a ‘how to’ guide to help visually set your type.

 We use Filosofia Bold with leading set at 95% of the type point size.
 The spacing between your type and its underline is G of the x-height.
 To help create our distinctive look, the underline is broken when it meets 
type descenders. The descenders have a clear exclusion zone of  J the distance of 
the x-height.
 The underline weight is set at !/#) of our type point size with curved ends.

Example.
Our most common advertising format is an a4 poster. We recommend using 
60pt type on 57pt leading. Our line weight is set at 2pt. (as shown in the 
featured example)

Please Note
To ensure the advertised communication is best received by the viewer, 
the type should be treated with both time and respect. With careful type 
treatment we can create a bold and eye catching brand message.

Buy one, 
get one free

a

J a

G a
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The way we speak 
about ourselves
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Language and the                     tone of voice

Here in                       we are on a mission to make other people as passionate 
about quality craft as we are. 
 Our language does not necessarily define what we do but why we 
do it. We are sharing our purpose, our belief, our reason as to why we get 
out of bed.  
 Here in                      we are not like 99% of other towns who are 
dominated by big brands and shopping malls, we have our own way of 
doing things, a                       way of doing things you could say. As such, not 
everyone will see eye-to-eye but we are communicating to people who 
believe what we believe; in the real shopping experience. An experience 
focused on customer service and quality. Where shop assistants know 
their product / service inside out and can give sound, trusted advice. 
They may even know you by name. 
 We have a unique way of talking about ourselves in reinforcing 
who we are by highlighting who we are not. Taking everyday mainstream 
shopper language we juxta-position this against a quirky response to 
discuss how                       offers a similar service, but with such an incredible 
added-value difference. Our unique take on the expected to continually 
provide above and beyond. 
 This can be best highlighted in our advertising as a conversational 
set with titles, the everyday terms, positioned against our body copy which 
provides the strong defining answer. Examples can be seen on page 22. 
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Language examples

Alternate title examples
Buyer protection
Buying direct 
Fair trade 
Our of town shopping 
Our wall mart 
Our hypermarket 
Phishing 
Quality check 
Your purchase history 
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Language rules

Whilst we may look traditional, we have a modern and energetic way of 
talking about ourselves. The         ffffffff visual identity has a distinct and 
quirky typographic style which, when well designed, strengthens and 
adds character to our communication.

General principles
Our headline style is quirky, confident yet concise and limited to a small 
number of words. Write and design to engage the reader using the language 
style described on pages 21-22. 
 Where possible use sentence case for all text.
 Our primary typeface is Filosofia and its weight use is described on 
pages 17-18. 
 Body copy is generally typeset ranged left, ragged right. Never justify 
text. Our recommended minimum point size for body copy is 9 point type 
on 12 point leading. 
 Our line length is ideally 75 characters or less.
 When large volumes of text is presented, an introduction, quotation 
or fact can act as a summary of the content. Focus on the key messages. We 
aim to engage people by presenting our words and messages in a modern, 
dynamic manner. 
 Tension and pace in a document is created through the controlled 
use of type size, images and colour. Scale and clear space are useful tools in 
creating this pace and energy. 
 Alternative typefaces and inconsistent or inappropriate use of 
typography will damage our identity. 
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The way we look
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Photography brief

Our image style
Photography is a powerful element of our identity. Through the subject 
matter we choose and the style of imagery, we have the ability to create 
a bold, dynamic and unique identity. 
 Our imagery showcases the unique personality of                      and 
what it has to offer. It features natural, real life people and situations in 
a dynamic and impactful way. They feel more observational rather than 
staged and always show a positive side to life in                      . Our photography 
aims to convey emotions, atmosphere and engage the audience. Cropping 
into fine detail and exploiting unusual perspectives can help existing 
imagery become more dramatic and differentiating.
 We strive to tell a story through our photography, reflecting the 
towns traditional values combined with a quality and modern outlook. Our 
brand stories are detailed below and one (or more) should be highlighted 
within the photography. 

 We are a proud community, filled with a wide range of unique individual 
shops and experiences.
 We are proud of what we have to offer; the variety of skills and trades 
with a distinct retail environment.
 We are proud to create a brand that reflects the high levels of quality 
present throughout the town.

 When commissioning and resourcing imagery, consider the final 
use of the image and if words / logo placement over the image is required. 
In addition, images are often used in square format (with reference to          
                      market heritage - the market square). 
 Avoid over populating your communication with images. Dull, 

poor quality, uninspiring or cliched images are detrimental to our identity 
and the effectiveness of what we are trying to communicate. Carefully 
select imagery that is relevant and adds personality, atmosphere and value. 
An eye catching headline, distinctive typography or an inspirational quote 
can be more effective than a poor quality or uninspiring image. All images 
used should be print quality at 300dpi.

Our recommended photographer
To ensure the effectiveness in promoting our brand stories and to create 
a consistent atmosphere and style, we recommend using a photographer 
who knows our brand and what we wish to achieve.

Steven Durkin 
Steven Durkin has a strong passion for                     , living locally, and the 
many qualities it has to offer. A keen storyteller, his imagery often reflects 
a considered, intimate and personal relationship with the subject.
 Steven has a wide, versatile and consistently strong portfolio 
with personal strengths ranging from architecture; events; portraiture; 
products through to working environments. His speciality is landscape / 
location photography. 
 Steven is a reliable and trusted photographer that we recommend 
to effectively capture the quirky and unique story of                      .

Steven Durkin can be contacted on 07528 955858
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Photography examples

Images courtesy of ©shutterstock images
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Bringing our brand to life
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Brand application

The elements within our identity have been designed to work together to 
communicate, differentiate and bring our brand to life. 
 In this section of the guidelines we will show how the brand can 
be applied across publications, advertising, signage and promotional 
merchandise to create a family of items. 
 However, whilst there are many rules to working with the 
brand, a degree of creative flair is encouraged to ensure the communicated 
message is engaging, fresh and innovative. With creativity, consistency and 
imagination the                       graphic palette can become as recognisable as 
our logo.
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Publications

 Literature combines all the elements of our brand into one of 
our most visible communication tools. It is through our literature that 
people find out more about us and what we have to offer. They promote the 
reputation of                       and provide a vital link with our audiences. 
 When designing and commissioning communications some key 
points to consider are as follows:
 Clear space. Important for impact and legibility.
 Strong use of our colour palette. Be bold and dynamic.
 Innovative design. Exploit the brand and its assets to create 
something distinctive and unique. Differentiate.
 Powerful words. Language is an integral part of our brand.
 Headlines should be well written, evocative and concise.
 Ruthlessly edit your copy.
 Clear signposting. Think about your target audience. We need
to communicate clearly. Keep things concise and to the point.
 Structure and balance. Use the grid structure to create an
underlying foundation for all our publications.

Agnis es illaboribus. Odit ere labo. Undesti beritae perrum expellore 
volupta dest ero ma aut ducium is et libusan. Ut pero escium faces 
rerro min net qui ut quidem es es quiatios de peroreribus moluptaqui adi 
occulparibus estium reremporro coratiis.

Odionse catios ipsam late lacea eos delis volupta volenis mod ut venient 
apis non peditasi simposa musapis voluptatis molupta est, sinctiatio tem si 
ommossimpore quos aliquis re vel maionsequi cum fuga. Magnis eat fuga. 
Us et perrum faceaquat harum que cusam, aut aliae lab is unt modia volupta 
spelit aut omnis exceper iatqui od magnis de sam, sumque lam que nonseri 
dolorum alic to tem reium id maximpe liquunt iuntemporpor sunti de 
commolut re, eum evero ium es is ani ide voluption necto officto il maximo 
veruntiNam, conseque pa dia et facea quod utem accusamus.
 Natempor maximenis et as et assi dolor aut aborerum sunt pliste 
estiures nus dolorerspit, cum aut qui assitas ellabora sus aut etum se 
conseni ssimaio. Ut pero escium faces rerro min net qui ut quidem es es 
quiatios de peroreribus moluptaqui adi occulparibus estium reremporro 
coratiis sed qui dolore nos quam vendiorita eturerumque ducia dese volupta 
voluptaes volupta estiusam nati unt di num simoluptatio voluptatur?
 Onem ium vellabor sundelis pro tem doluptat reratum isto maximus 
totatus, tem il int ut eat verior re nobitis essuntus volor sint.
 Verions equunt ma as quam accum, temo et volecus, erum fuga. 
Ame porrovitatem et, aliatem poratia eos et magnimus dunt, ium nobis eati 
dolupta spiciis sitibus, offici blaboribusda dolest mint amus aut laborioria 
excerat atecullest pellaci enisciae. Harum,

An exciting array                    
of quality goods

2      Tavistock’s Historic Pannier Market
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volupta dest ero ma aut ducium is et libusan. Ut pero escium faces 
rerro min net qui ut quidem es es quiatios de peroreribus moluptaqui adi 
occulparibus estium reremporro coratiis.

Odionse catios ipsam late lacea eos delis volupta volenis mod ut venient 
apis non peditasi simposa musapis voluptatis molupta est, sinctiatio tem si 
ommossimpore quos aliquis re vel maionsequi cum fuga. Magnis eat fuga. 
Us et perrum faceaquat harum que cusam, aut aliae lab is unt modia volupta 
spelit aut omnis exceper iatqui od magnis de sam, sumque lam que nonseri 
dolorum alic to tem reium id maximpe liquunt iuntemporpor sunti de 
commolut re, eum evero ium es is ani ide voluption necto officto il maximo 
veruntiNam, conseque pa dia et facea quod utem accusamus.
 Natempor maximenis et as et assi dolor aut aborerum sunt pliste 
estiures nus dolorerspit, cum aut qui assitas ellabora sus aut etum se 
conseni ssimaio. Ut pero escium faces rerro min net qui ut quidem es es 
quiatios de peroreribus moluptaqui adi occulparibus estium reremporro 
coratiis sed qui dolore nos quam vendiorita eturerumque ducia dese volupta 
voluptaes volupta estiusam nati unt di num simoluptatio voluptatur?
 Onem ium vellabor sundelis pro tem doluptat reratum isto maximus 
totatus, tem il int ut eat verior re nobitis essuntus volor sint.
 Verions equunt ma as quam accum, temo et volecus, erum fuga. 
Ame porrovitatem et, aliatem poratia eos et magnimus dunt, ium nobis eati 
dolupta spiciis sitibus, offici blaboribusda dolest mint amus aut laborioria 
excerat atecullest pellaci enisciae. Harum,

An exciting array                    
of quality goods

2      Tavistock’s Historic Pannier Market

Pta est, sinctiatio ommossimpore quos 
aliquis re vel maionsequi cum fugaret 
magnis eat fuga.

Agnis es illaboribus. Odit ere labo. Undesti 
beritae perrum expellore volupta dest ero 
ma aut ducium is et libusan dipsam et que re 
re dolum sequaerore natinct essectatur, ut 
rehenim illenisquis dolut ut utenduciis int 
eum aut lacestesciae porem lam.

Odionse catios ipsam late lacea eos elis volupta 
volenis mod ut venient apis noneditasi simposa 
musapis voluptatis molupta est, sinctiatio tem 
si ommossimpore quos aliquis rvel maionsequi 
cum fuga. Magnis eat fuga. Us et perrum faceaq 
uat harum que cusam, aut aliae lab is unt modia 
volupta spelit aut omnis exceper iqui od magnis 
de sam, sumque lam que nonseri dolorum alic 
to tem reium id maximpe liquunt iuntempo 
rpor sunti de commolut re, eum evero ium es is 
ani ide voluption necto officto il maximo veru 
ntiNam, conseque pa dia et facea accusamus.
 Natempor maximenis et as et assi dolor 
aut aborerum sunt pliste estiurenus dolorerspit, 
cum aut qui assitas ellabora sus etum se conse 
ni ssimaio. Ut pero escium faces ro min net qui 
ut quidem es es quiatios de peroreribus molupt 
aqui adi occulparibus estium rereporro coratiis 
sed qui dolore nos quam venorita eturerumque 
ducia dese volupta voluptaes volupta estiusam 
nati unt di num simoluptatio voluptatur?
 Onem ium vellabor sundelis pro tem 
doluptat reratum isto maximus totatus, tem il 
int ut eat verior re nobitis essuntus volor sint.
 Parum quam, sum dolorei ciationsedi 
omnist, es moluptaspid mi, sunt fugiaspid quid 
ut dolor sum laborrovit, sit expe esto eaque dolor 
rum solutem dolecum rerferu ptasm quae volup 
tatur, sit fugit alit alia sitium nimus dunto iunt 
pratect ionsequ issimus audigmagnatia porecti 
simusda con cuptur, totampera corumentiata 
pellor adis essimin ihitibust aut magnis inctios 
simus, soluptas voluptatetus eufuga. Ut alignis 
sequide stiure ommoluptam velenisab in et 
quaerit omnisci tibero es voluptus, sus dolupici 
cum venis dolori atem fugitat em fugia is sum 

Odionse catios.
Ipsam late lacea eos delis volupta volenis mod 
ut venient apis non peditasi simpa musapis v 
oluptatis molupta est, sctiatio ommossimpore 
quos aliquis re vel maionsequi m fuga. Magnis 
eat fuga. Us et perrum faceaq uarum que cusam, 
aut aliae lab is unt modia volupta lit aut omnis 
exceper iatqui od magnis de sam, sumque lam 
que nonseri dolorum alic to teium id maximpe 
liquunt iuntempo rpor sunti de com molut re, 
eum evero ium es is ani ide volupt necto officto 
il maximo veru ntiNam, conque pa dia et facea 
accusamus erum.

culparibus.
Egoru bNatempor maximenis et as et assi dolor 
aut aborerum sunt pliste estres nus dolorerspit, 
cum aut qui assitas ellabora sus t etum se conse 
ni ssimaio. Ut pero escium faces rerro min net 
qui ut quidem es es quiatios de peroreribus 
molupt aqui adi occulparibus tium reremporro 
coratiis sed qui dolore nos quam vendiorita 
eturerumque ducia dese volupta uptaes volupta 
estiusam nati unt diio voluptatur?

sum laborrovit, sit expe esto eaque dest.
Itsat eryu Onem ium vellabor sundelis pro tem 
doluptat reratum isto maximus totatus, tem il 
int ut eat verior re nobitis essuntus volor sint.

sum labo eaque.
Banana Parum quam, sum dolorei ciationsedi 
omnist, es moluptaspid mi, sunt ut fugiaspid 
quid ut dolor sum laborrovit, sit expe esto eaque 
dolor rum solutem dolum rerferu ptasim quae 
volup tatur, sit fugit alit alia sitium nimus dunto 
iunt pratect ionsequ issiaudigente magnatia 
porecti simusda con cuptur, totamusapera 
corumentiata pellor adis essimn ihitibusti aut 
magnis inctios simus, soluptas.

A royal beginning

doloriore alibus nimenec tiuntum in corem est, 
quis ipsunuias nulert lparchil il ea corporepuda 
nobis dent, is eatemo coruptiern nullam fuga. 
Min nis eicia unt ut.
 Verions equunt ma as am accum, temo 
et volecus, erum fuga. Ame porritatem et, erum 
aliatem poratia eos et magnimusunt, ium nobis 
eati dolupta spiciis sitibus, offici blaboribusda 
dolest mint amus aut laborioria erat atecullest 
pellaci enisciae. Harum, veruuus, sum estibus 
entesto doluptiae suntiat esciatait laut inctusda 
sinist officie nimporeptur acipit es ut am aut 
aut ut volectem labore pro dtae exerfer spernat 
am quame re nis del et harumsmquam explant, 
oditibus atem corem. Ant fugitas perumquasi te 
sequatest, que mod que vollab iunti ocabo. Nam 
nis sunt volendi cienihit em accaeperum sectatio 
voluptatae ntissi mporporem sum.
 Fugitatenis dolo quodi psapid que plab 
ori busanda ndebitistem quam quaeresequis 
abo. Et odi untus sunt.
 Dus exereris assus, verspit venistrum 
que incto dolore volor mi, occreiunt vollaut 
oditasp erumqui conecto tem resti ra dolorib 
ernatis ut alis si apictisquas sus autet fuga. Et 
qui con nonseque sum, si ut omnihil il illore 
alicabore, qui int es ad eum harum suntorro 
corepratiisquam rest faceatur sed quia ne pe 
aut illuptatio. Faciae voluptas diciaestiume 
delissi odiscitat.
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Printed literature

Covers
To establish brand consistency whilst addressing the needs of different 
audiences and tones of voice our brand offers flexibility in the way your 
publications are designed. This caters for different contents, intended 
messages and points of focus.

Level 1
An image can say a thousand words. A large powerful image can immediately 
imprint the publications intended message and establish an emotive bond 
with the reader. Used when producing a square communication. Consideration 
and best judgement must be given to type and logo placement. 

Level 2
When word and image maintain an equal standing on our page. Alternatively, 
our text may shout louder than the image or we may have more than one 
image. Both elements work side by side whilst still complimenting each 
other. Using more than three images is not recommended.

Level 3
We are not always able to obtain an incredible image, or an image at all. 
Sometimes less is more and a poor image often detracts or confuses the 
communicated message. This text only option keeps a level of simplicity 
whilst also maintaining a high visual level of quality. 
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8mm 8mm 16mm 8mm8mm 4mm

8mm

8mm

Publication grids

A basic 5 column grid exists for all our front covers. For larger and smaller 
formats the proportions should be scaled accordingly. 
 A basic 10 column grid has been created for all our inside spreads. 
For larger and smaller formats the proportions should be scaled accordingly.
 Layout is flexible but always clearly signpost the content of each 
spread. Clear space is important for impact and legibility. The grid allows 
for flexible alignment of text, graphics and images.

 Logo size and placement is consistent on all A4 publications. It 
measures a width of 20mm and in almost all cases, in copper. 
 Headlines are set in Filosofia Bold and aligned left. Use the grid 
structure to ensure layouts are balanced and uncluttered. Headlines and 
body copy have no fixed size but should be scaled to suit the copy length 
and give the most appropriate feel to the layout. Always write clear, concise
headlines with impact. 

A4
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Quality

The underlying vision for                       is one of high levels of quality, unbeaten 
service and in going above and beyond. This should not differ when 
producing any of our branded material. 

This is also the reason why every 6 months we hold a brand review, 
ensuring quality and consistency is maintained.  

A poor quality item / badly thought out communication can 
irreparably damage our reputation. We highly recommend, with whatever 
communication you may be producing, taking time to ensure our vision 
is maintained. 

We recommend, when budget allows, to consider using metallic 
copper ink (Pantone 867) over the use of gradients and to foil our logo. This 
further distinguishes the mark on the page, signifies the quality of our town 
and also emphasises its importance.

When in print, we have two recommended stocks. For black stock 
we use ‘Keaykolour Original Jet Black’. For white stock we use ‘Olin Regular 
Absolute White’. These have been chosen for their wide range of weights, 
quality feel and, for Olin, its superior ability in taking black ink. Both 
stocks can be obtained through Antalis on 0870 607 9014. 
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Advertising

Advertisements are produced for many promotional reasons – from 
advertising                        in general, to events, promotions and for information.
 There are two key elements to our branded advertising. Firstly, 
language. This is detailed to greater depth on page 34. The second is imagery, 
requiring immediate impact, drama and energy. This is detailed to greater 
depth on pages 25-26. 
 To establish brand consistency whilst addressing the needs of 
different audiences and tones of voice our brand offers flexibility in the 
way your adverts are designed. This caters for different contents, intended 
messages and points of focus.

Level 1
An image can say a thousand words. A large eye-catching image can 
immediately imprint the intended message and establish an emotive 
bond with the reader. This is effective when accompanying text is kept 
short and concise. 

Level 2
Whilst we encourage ruthless editing of copy to ensure the key points are 
communicated, there may be times when a high volume of text is unavoidable. 
Alternatively, our text may need to shout louder than the image or we may 
have more than one image. Using more than three images is not recommended.

Level 3
Sometimes space is at a premium or we may not be able to obtain an image. 
Remember, a poor image often detracts or confuses the communicated 
message. A quirky snappy message can be extremely effective.

Level 1 Level 2

Level 3
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Language

The language we use in our advertising is perhaps one of the most important 
elements to our communication. Please carefully consider the following:

Who are you trying to target?
What message are you trying to convey? 
What does this say about                       ? 
What are we offering that is different and distinct to any other location?
Why are we advertising this communication?
Where and when is this promotion going to take place?

Our quirky language defines our purpose, our belief, our reason for 
being. It details why we are so unique and different to all other experiences. 
Further information on our language style and way of talking can be 
found on pages 21-22.
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Advertising grids

A basic 5 column grid exists for all our advertising. For larger and smaller 
formats the proportions should be scaled accordingly. 
 The grid allows for flexible alignment of text, graphics and images.
 Logo size and colour (copper) is consistent across all advertising. 
When the logo is placed inside imagery, an 8mm boundary should be used 
to separate the logo from the edge of the image. We usually place our logo 
on the right side of the page however best judgement is advised for optimum 
visual layout. 
 Headlines are set in Filosofia Bold and aligned left. Use the grid 
structure to ensure layouts are balanced and uncluttered. Headlines and 
body copy have no fixed size but should be scaled to suit the copy length 
and give the most appropriate feel to the layout. Always write clear, concise 
headlines with impact. 

8mm 4mm 8mm

8mm

8mm

A4
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Co-branding

Independent and partnership organisations that are working with        
                    sometimes require a joint branding. The c0-branding or 
partnership logo should never visually dominate the                       logo.

Joint ventures (50:50 relationship)
This is when a partnership organisation is working alongside                       in 
a joint initiative. The partnership logo should have a similar hierarchy and 
status as our logo. The other organisation’s guidelines should also be 
consulted and ideally appear in black or white (reverse of the background 
on which it is placed). It should be placed at the base of the page, ranged 
left or right and aligned with the grid structure.

Accreditation (80:20 relationship)
This is when                     is the lead organisation and the partnership 
organisation is endorsing the initiative. The accreditation logo should not 
dominate the                       logo. The other organisation’s guidelines should 
also be consulted and ideally appear in black or white (reverse of the 
background on which it is placed). It should be placed at the base of the 
page, ranged left or right and aligned with the grid structure.
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Signage is important around                      for wayfinding and information 
purposes. Information hierarchy and simplicity is key, whilst also 
maintaining a consistent brand throughout the town.
 Your most important text should be in Filosofia Bold and underlined 
with accompanying informative text (such as opening times or  additional 
information) in italics. 

Signage
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Promotional merchandise

Here are some examples showing how we can approach the design of 
promotional items.
 The elements of our brand should be consistently applied. The 
logo without strapline may be more effective if the placement area is 
exceptionally small. It is important our colours are matched accurately 
on all materials, finishes and surfaces, irrespective of the manufacturing 
process or printing technique. Always ensure a sample proof is commissioned 
in advance of final production. Only materials and items that complement 
and promote the heritage and reputation of                      should be sourced. 
Good quality promotional items are essential in showcasing our reputation.

Shopping bags

Ambassador T-shirtEvents flagUmbrella
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Our brand guardian
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Contact

Should you require any support with implementing these guidelines 
or have any further queries please contact Janna Sanders, 
on 07818 161623 or by email janna@tavistockbid.co.uk

For design related enquiries, please contact Jake Jennings, 
Designer on 07580 030 962 or by email hello@jake-jennings.co.uk.

Each printed and digital material produced for the
brand is held under review by our ‘Brand Guardian’ every six months 
to ensure quality and consistency is mantained. The     BID require, 
at minimum, three copies of all printed material for this review. 
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Thank you for helping us to 
maintain the                   brand




